
 Confidence Cocktail is an online personal 

development program, that equips women leaders to 

permanently, positively and irreversibly shift their 

levels of self-confidence. 

Confidence Cocktail provides a short, deep and 

accessible learning experience which delivers 

transformational changes. It offers exceptional results 

and exceptional value.  
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WELCOME!

When we talk  with  the 100s  of

individual  women that  we ’ve

coached ,  with  in -house women ’s

networks ,  and with  HR professionals

responsible  for  enabl ing female

talent  inside their  organisat ions ,

this  is  what  we hear :  

     

●  Your  talented women are  often

holding back their  bri l l iance ,

taking up less  a ir  t ime in  senior

team sett ings  and rais ing their

hands less  often for  chal lenging

assignments  and promotions .   

●  Many of  your  talented women

experience a  confidence gap

between how they rate  themselves

and how others  rate  them .  This

conf idence gap represents  massive

untapped potential  for  these

women ,  your  organisat ion and the

wider  world !   

●  Bui lding conf idence is  a

development priority  for  many

women ,  yet  somehow it  seems hard

to achieve .   
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●  Your  leaders  are  busy ,  feel ing

stretched and juggling multiple

priorit ies .  They need easi ly

accessible ,  bite-size ,  practical

learning  that  real ly  works .   

●  Your  development  budgets  are

increasingly  squeezed and you need

value for  money  –  and fast .   

There  are  part icular  issues  that

affect  women in  the workplace ,

dif ferently  to  men .  These issues

contr ibute  to  a  global  conf idence

gap between men and women .  This

conf idence gap is  gett ing worse ,  not

better ,  and plays  a  part  in  the

gender  imbalance that  exists  in

many organisat ions .  Confidence

Cocktail  explores  the  inner  work

that  women  need  to  do  to  push

through  societal  conditioning  and

step  more  ful ly  into  their  courage

and  potential .  And i t  real ly  works !    
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"Confidence Cocktail provides a tangible, practical toolkit for tackling and growing your 

confidence. I feel more productive and more focused as a result of doing the program. 

There's a multiplier effect – if I am more productive and focused my team is too and so 

we can have a bigger impact” –  Honor 
Head of Learning and Organisational Development 



Program outcomes

Women who complete our programs:
stop questioning themselves, so they are bolder, more focused, more

productive, and have more fun; 

have more confidence in themselves, their ideas and their place at the table;

have increased willingness to apply for promotions and are more likely to be

offered the new roles; 

have new levels of leadership presence and impact, and become visible role

models; 

confidently speak out about things that affect them; and  

tap into their best, most confident and most courageous version of themselves,

and in doing so release more of their potential into their work and life.  
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–  Kwan 
Country Director

“I encourage other women leaders to do this program! Be prepared to 

think critically and reflectively and learn so much about yourself. I’m 

working with a very multicultural team and I’ve shared all my learning 

with them to see how we can get the best out of each other and work 

together really well. It’s great to pass the learning on to others and 

take it forward with my team.” 

"I recommend Confidence Cocktail to anyone stepping up to a bigger 

role! I discovered so many elements that I didn't suspect were affecting 

my confidence and I learned even more tools and practices to soothe 

my fears in a healthy way. The writing prompts often led me to insights 

about my own belief system and the real-life examples made the 

learning very concrete and relatable."  

Business Owner

–  Marie Eve 



Program format

Program includes:
3 x live, virtual group calls – at program launch, midway point and end-of- 

program celebration (each 60 mins)  

5 x weekly video-based modules covering high-impact topics including 

mindsets, inner critic, inner mentor, fear, self-compassion and rumination

5 x downloadable Wisdom Guides covering all the key learning and providing 

experiments to shift from learning to DOING. (Video plus downloads take 90 

mins per week.) 

Confidence Cocktail is fully online, so it is accessible wherever your people are in 

the world. Women can study and learn at their own pace and fit this program 

round their busy schedules. 
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–  Honor 
Head of Learning and Organisational Development 

“I loved the format. It was just the right quantity of content and 

pitched at the right level. It didn’t feel overwhelming and it was new, 

powerful and 100% applicable. You could do each module in a week 

without feeling stressed.” 

The live, group elements add accountability and connection, which ups 

the momentum and engagement (and therefore the application of new 

learning). The content is impactful and presented in a high quality and 

accessible format, leading to excellent completion and satisfaction 

rates. 

You can also opt for additional 1:1 coaching for an extra boost of 

support and accountability. 



Program investment: join the next 
open program 

Group bookings:

There is a 10% reduction for groups of 3 or more.  

 Our next open Program is enrolling NOW with a start date of 26 March 2018. 

You can reserve group places on the program by emailing team@catalyst- 

collective.com  

The investment for Confidence Cocktail is £399 per person, with 10% reduction for 

groups of 3 or more (see below) 

The online format allows a lower price point than working with us in our 1:1 

coaching or consulting work. 

Participants have ongoing access to the program so can come back to the wisdom 

and transformational material time and time again, at no extra cost. 

Enrollment for our next Program is open now with a start date of 26 March 2018.   

You can reserve places on this program here. 
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–  Allison 
Director, Revd and Dr

"If you’re in a new role or a challenging role and you need to step up –

 this is worth it!”  

Individuals:



Program investment: run 
Confidence Cocktail in house

Run Confidence Cocktail In house:

In-house programs run with a minimum group size of 10, at £355 per person. 

You can start when it is most convenient for you and your organisation. 

Email us at team@catalyst-collective.com to explore running an in-house program. 
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C a t a l y s t -C o l l e c t i v e .c o m

–  Sofia 
Country Director

“I knew I needed to do this program. It connected me with what gives

me most energy, what gets my heart beating faster, and I realised that

despite my fears and doubts, I have lots to say and loads to offer!”  


